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Is Cheating On The Rise?

by Diane Schwartz
Is cheating on the rise at Trinity? According to members of the Academic Affairs
Committee interviewed by the Tripod, there
is no way to "empirically verify" an increase or decline of cheating among
students.

A study prepared by College Counselors
Randy Lee and George Higgins, and
published last year, revealed that 25.6
percent of those responding had cheated at
least once. But, as Lee pointed out, there
may have been some who did not admit that

they too had cheated.
The committee read a statement at the
October faculty meeting urging faculty
members to acquaint themselves with the
school's policy regarding cheating. Ronald
Spencer, Dean of Students and secretary of
the committee, said the statement was read
to serve as a formal reminder "to alert their
colleagues to be on the watch" and that all
cases of academic dishonesty should be
brought before the AAC, not dealt with individually.
Although the hearing may be a lengthy
procedure, the AAC feels that it "deals with
it (cheating) as effectively as we can," and
treats fairly all those involved. Spencer says
that the members attempt to understand the
"uniqueness and peculiarity" of each case.
Theodore Blakeslee, the chairman, stated
that the hearing is an "educational experience" which will benefit the student and
discourage future cheating.
Committee members felt that if indeed
there is an increase in cheating, there were
three primary reasons: 1) the increased
pressure to get into graduate school; 2)
laziness or procrastination in studying, with
cheating being a "shortcut" to higher
marks; 3) a confusion over the definition of
cheating, and exactly what is meant and
what is not permissible. This is especially
true with take-home exams.
No member of AAC could pinpoint a
solution to the problem of academic
dishonesty. Professor Harvey Picker
suggested that if harsher punishments, as
opposed to "slaps on the wrist," were

handed out, this might serve as a
deterent.
It was also suggested that
faculty should remove students' confusions
concerning what is allowable, and what is
not. They must "articulate their own
standards," said Spencer.
Lee says that all too much emphasis is
placed on graduate schools by society, and
students should consider alternatives to
them. He also feels that in most instances
teachers are not assigning too much work or
neglecting to "police" the exams.
Though the idea of instituting an Honor
Code at Trinity has been suggested, the
consensus of those interviewed was that it
would not be feasible. Blakeslee said that,
"probably 98 percent (of Trinity students)
come from schools where you don't tell on
anybody." In such an atmosphere an Honor
Code could not work, for the tudents would
not be accepting the responsibility for its
enforcement.
In general, the attitude of the AAC
towards finding a solution to cheating
seemed to conform to that of Susan Crimmins, student member of the AAC, who said,
"...for the life of me, I can't think of a valid
way."
There are no plans to conduct a study on
campus about academic dishonesty in the
foreseeable future. The AAC is devoting
time to their other responsibilities, and no
one on the committee has pushed for such a
study. In addition, there seems to be a
difficulty involved as to what method would
be most accurate and reliable.

Glanstein Discusses "Women In Business"

by Alison Stoddard
"More options are available and being
taken by women in the business world
today", according to Phylliss Glanstein in a
recent lecture on "Women in Business".
Gianstein, an associate training consultant for Connecticut Mutual Life,
directed her discussion towards dispelling
common myths about women in business,
and offering suggestions on how to cope with
problems that may arise. She listed nine
common beliefs about business women and
discussed each one on the basis of research
findings and her own observations.
Women tend to be absent from work
more frequently than men. On the basis of
statistics from the U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1972,
there is little difference between male and
female absenteeism for jobs of equal levels.
Most women work better with people
and are less mechanically inclined than
males. Glanstein found no conclusive data
suggesting genetic sex differences, and
attributed this belief largely to cultural
norms and stereotypes.
A majority of women work only for "pin
money". Glans.tein felt that, on the con-

trary, a lot of women work out of necessity. women.
Women are more likely than men to
According to her statistics, almost one half
of all working women are single, widowed, terminate from the same type of job.
divorced, separated, or from low income Glanstein attributed this feeling to the
families. She added that the present difference in male and female career pateconomic situation has put more pressure terns. However, turn-over rates in general
are similar if the job levels are equivalent.
on women to work to meet rising costs.
Women are more emotionally capable
Most women aren't interested in
lifetime careers. Glanstein took issue with of handling repetitive jobs than men.
the concept of a "lifetime" career as being a Glanstein did not see this to be the case, and
traditionally uninterrupted sequence. remarked that there appeared to be little
However, Glanstein believes that a woman difference in performance or absenteeism
can have a lifetime career arid allow a for males and females holding repetitive
number of interruptions to have a family jobs.
without dissolving her lifetime commitment
A look at the typical working woman
to her job.
revealed a great change over the past 50
Women are emotionally unfit for high- years. In 1920, the typical-working woman
level, stressful positions. This is another was 28 and single. In 1974, she is 39, married
culture bound belief, according to Glanstein. and living with her spouse. She is more
Data shows that women have successfully likely to combine work and raising a family,
competed in a variety of stressful situations. or choose some alternative lifestyle, acGlanstein contends that success largely cording to Glanstein.
reflects the woman's self-image and exOn the basis of reading, research, and
pectations.
personal experience, Glanstein enumerated
Most men don't like to work for women. seven major problems facing women in the
Most women don't like to work for business world. These include lack of

News Notes
Faculty Salaries Remain High
fay Merrill O'Brien
The average salary for members of
Trinity's faculty ranks third highest among
fifteen similarly-sized New England
colleges, including Mount Holyoke,
Wesleyan and Amherst, according to the
Dean of Faculty, Edwin Nye.
Annual salary increments have been
satisfactorily balanced by annual tuition
hikes for the past five years, he explained.
Keeping professors relatively, well-paid
when the inflation index is in double figures,
however, requires substantial effort, added
Nye.
"Consumer resistance" is the limiting
factor in tuition raises, he said, More than in
the past, people are forced to appraise the

worth of a private college education and to
consider less expensive schools as alternatives, he pointed out. Tuition can be
raised only so high before applications
plumrm'., he added.
The "energy crunch" raised operational
costs and greedily consumed funds that
enhanced neither the College's teaching
caliber nor campus attractions, commented
Nye. Of last year's tuition increase, $75 went
towards paying the utility bill, he concluded.
Despite utility bills and inflation, Nye
said, he hoped that Trinity will be able to
keep providing faculty salary increases in
the future. As for definite figures, he is noncommittal. He professes that "It's better not
to promise more than you can deliver."

Students would then not be so restricted to
meal times. The loosening up on time would
relieve overcrowding at peak periods in
Mather Hall. "However," Spencer said, "no
one is prepared to adopt this now. The key
thing is to get food service consultants to
check out our situation."

training in specific business areas and lack
of career planning. Glanstein urged severe
self-evaluation to determine goals and then
talk to people and find out about available
opportunities. Women in business may face
subtle and overt discrimination, and the
effects of "white male backlash" which is
resentment stemming from preferential
treatment of minorities who have some
legal recourses in cases of discrimination
while white males do not.
For prospective business women, Glanstein stressed the importance of
organizational experience and business
preparation. Majors such as economics and
math, and graduate work towards an MBA
may be helpful depending on one's goals.
According to Glanstein, the belief that
women must be exceptional to succeed is
changing, but it's wise to be as prepared as
possible and aware of available opportunities. Her outlook for women in
business is generally good. Said Glanstein,
"There will be change but it will be a long
time coming."
When Mather was built in the late 50's, the
trustees of Trinity College never planned on
having student population exceed 1000,
Spencer said. At that time, the dining hall
was predominantly for freshmen; 75 percent of the upperclassmen ate at fraternity
houses. As frat popularity decreased,
Mather Hall became more crowded.

First Women Faculty Member Receives Tenure

Prof. Dori Katz, an associate professor of possibilities of another woman receiving
Modern Languages in Trinity's French tenure, Nye said, "I cannot judge the future,
Dept., was granted tenure last spring, but it is fairly obvious by the caliber oi
making her the first woman in Trinity's women on the faculty that Dr. Katz is not
going to be the only one."
history to do so.
Dean Nye also stressed that Trinity, as an
Katz joined the faculty in 1969, and last
April her name was submitted along with institution, recognizes the importance ffl a
many others for eligibility for tenure. She strong faculty and student body, and W,
received her B.A. from Los Angeles State the college cannot afford to make a oa"
(1961), her M.F.A. (1963) and her Ph.D. decision in order to offer tenure to women in
(1969) from the University of Iowa.
specific.
. , , ..
Edwin P. Nye, Dean of Faculty, said, "Dr.
"Each candidate for tenure is judged on
Katz is extremely competent as a scholar in his or her own qualifications and acpoetry and translation. I was very pleased complishments," he added.
that, in this consideration her obvious merit
Dean Nye feels that Trinity has
by Wenda Harris
opinions, professional consultants will offer as a scholar and teacher were the reasons progressed quite well in this area conIs XTX a viable alternative for solving advice on the most advantageous means of she received tenure and not because she was sidering the fact that the college had only
Mather Hall's overcrowding problem?
solving the dining hall's overcrowding a woman."
one part-time female faculty member
Student reaction to the possible use of problem. Kupferberg said that the overWhen asked if there would be any before the school went coed five years ago.
XTX as an additional dining hall was sur- crowding is not limited to seating, but inveyed last week. Mark Kupferberg, cludes overcrowding in food preparation.
chairman of SGA's Food Service SubSpencer said a number of proposals to
committee, and Ron Spencer, Dean of solve overcrowding have been proposed, but
Students, devised the survey. Results will be that the food service prefers that any
tabulated and announced in "about two changes take place right in Mather. ExDephiUips would not release any additional
by Michael Muto
weeks, Kupferberg said.
panding the dining facilities to another
If converted to a dining hall, XTX could building would require more supervisors,
The Curriculum Committee at its information to the Tripod.
The Curriculum Committee at us
serve a maximum of 250 students for lunch and Spencer noted that the changes would November 7 meeting, decided to notify the
and dinner. The questionnaire's purpose is be very costly.
Educational Policy Committee that it feels meeting, heard arguments concerning the
need for Russian within a liberai a^
to determine whether students would take
Some people have suggested that the that Russian continue to be taught at education. The proposal by theEJC *a
full advantage of the new hall. The out of the bowling alley be completely removed to Trinity.
way location could be a deterrent to XTX's expand the Cave, Spencer said. He exThe EPC had argued that the language classified, by one member, as perhaps
frequent use, and Spencer noted that the plained that this move could alleviate some should be dropped from the curriculum due most foolish" that had come before
administration does not want to make a overcrowding bjj allowing students on the to low enrollment in the introductory and group in years. The consensus of ^ com
s % ancLtaeffecimj.ch.a.nge^,. v . , , . ' ; ; fm^tpl^^bpv^c.e^^ipjaiiioUnt; of scrip, intermediate courses. Economic con- mittee was that the economic factors snou.
In addition to student and administrative '" and spend it irf'the Cetve whWer't&y'waht. siderations were also sighted. Professor • be'-secondaVy' importance. • •• •

XTX: Viable Dining Alternative?

Curriculum Committee Urges
Continuation Of Russian
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Golden Elected SAC Chairman

by Reginald Gibson
Larry Golden, '77, succeeds Tony Piccirillo as chairman-elect of the Student
Activities Committee (SAC). Golden
defeated Steve Batson, '77 in an election
held during the Nov. 4 meeting.
Among his goals as president, Golden said
he hopes to achieve a "greater accessibility
of the SAC to the student body at large." He
suggested that this might be accomplished
through an increased effort to publicize
meetings. "I intend to send notices of
meetings to various groups on campus in the
hopes of encouraging the attendance of a
larger and more diverse segment of the
student body."
Heading the further business discussed at
the November 4 SAC meeting was a question
of student organization funding. According
to Golden, it was decided that each forma]

student organization will have to submit an open to all Trinity students which would
inventory by December 1, or funding will be include discussion and formal debate
frozen. David Lee, associate dean of student concerning world affairs with other
services pointed out that no member of the organizations. Lee also noted that there is
Corinthian Yacht Club, for instance, seemed presently no group to organize the
to have a thorough knowledge of the -December blood drive at Trinity.
equipment owned by the organization. Ellen
Golden takes over the chairmanship of the
Mulqueen, dean of student services, pointed SAC in the midst of a total revision of its
out the importance of determining how constitution. "We feel it is outdated and
money is spent, as well as taking into con- inadequate now, he commented. Golden
sideration the nature of the organization explained that revisions will be made to
spending it.
conform the constitution to be consistent
Among the other issues raised was a with the specific guidelines set forth in the
proposed "World Affairs Committee" at Handbook of the Student Activities ComTrinity. The discussion concerning this mittee. "The improvement I would most
organization focused on its constitution, and like to see would be some kind of provision
ways in which it can be clarified and which would require greater attendance on
revised. The World Affairs Committee, said the part of committee members," he said.
Tony Riccirillo '75 would be an organization
Golden also suggested that a greater

division of labor and responsibility is needed
on the part of individual SAC members. "In
the past the chairman has done an improportionate amount of the work and not
shared the responsibility with other
members." He said he hoped that a future
division of responsibility would "lead to
increased efficiency of the committee as a
whole."
Golden proposed that another goal of the
SAC be to compile an accurate and up-dated
list of SAC funded equipment. He said such a
list would help in making more equitable
allocations in the future. "To the purpose,
the SAC has requested every Sac-funded
organization to make a complete inventory
by Dec. l, 1974.

Library Expansion Decision Excludes Student Opinion
by Brian Crockett
Although the decision to expand the
library, according to Thomas Smith, Vice
President, was based on what he called
academic priorities, Steve Kayman,
treasurer of the Student Government
Association (SGA), feels that the decision
was reached with consulting SGA or the
students as a whole.
The SGA, according to Kayman, will
make a motion to add a referendum to the
January ballot concerning expansion appropriations. He feels that "unless students
really push, nothing will happen."
"The administration went to select
groups. Each of the departments were
asked to send people interested in library
expansion. Of course, only the people who
were interested went," Kayman said. This,
he added, did not lead to a representative
body.
Kayman feels that • the decision was
partially based on influence from factions
who supported library expansion. Ralph
Emerick, head librarian, based part of his
claim, Kayman stated, on the comments of
many students who thought the library was
too small."
,
On the other hand, the administration
feels that the student body was represented.
"The question of the library addition was
well known last year," President Theodore
Lockwood maintained. "There were student
members on the library committee and
students were seen by consultants from the
architectural firm which studies the
problem," he added.
"All of us could think of things we'd like to
add to the campus," Lockwood continued.
"The problem is if you do this (make one
addition), the question arises what are you
not doing."

The present facility has seating for 22
Academic interests such as the library,
according to Smith, "should take priority in percent of the student population. Rees
an institution, In the long run, what brings maintains that the minimum, according to
students to college is academics; what Keyes Metcalf, a leading library scientist, is
enables the faculty to function are the 40 per cent. The shelves are filled to 87 per
cent of capacity, whereas the ideal is 67 per
academic resources."
Studies of the library situation have been cent.
The proposed library addition, Rees said,
going on the past year and a half. Consultants have been brought in and alterior should meet the needs of the foreseeable
modes of expansion have been examined. future, as the academic policy committee
The cost of building the addition has also does not intend to recommend an increase in
been studied. The consultants reported to Trinity's size. The expansion calls for an
the library committee of theboard. Plans to addition of 34,000 square feet, a. figure
begin the search for funding were approved established by the outside consultants.
last spring by the board,
Rees said that the plan will go forward to
the design stage once philanthropic funds
Judson Rees, director of development, become available. Funds donated to the
said that the study cluarly reveals that the school will not automatically be earmarked
library is in-need of additional seating and for library expansion,' as financial support
shelf space. The present library,- built in for the project must be' specifically
1952, does not have adequate space for the designated for use in library expansion.
additional 652 students the school has added, Funds, Lockwood said, will not be diverted
Rees said.
from present educational supplies.
Expansion of the library, some critics
One of the obstacles to further Mather maintain, will only perpetuate its role as a
expansion involves $300,000. of im- campus social center. Smith claims that this
provements made to the building three is an indirect outcome of its academic
years ago, which .was to have rhetpresent purpose.
needs. Student use, Smith said, has in- "Because the library draws so many
creased faster than expected.
people to it for academic purposes, it is also
"We expected a trend to city living (off a social center, and it serves a social purcampus) and cooking in accomodations pose especially in a coeducational college,"
provided by the college. The economic Smith felt.
situation, however, makes the dining room a
"Accidental social intercourse is
very desirable place to eat," he stated.
As it stands now, the library is due to a facilitated by virtue of the fact that y ou ha ve
major addition, while the campus center a substantial number of people involved in a
will be forced to rearrange its present space social enterprise, constantly mixing. This
distribution. Studies are underway phenomenom is less likely to occur on a
presently on the feasibility of utilizing XTX massive campus," he added.
Lockwood compared the present situation
as an alterior dining facility.

to that of several years ago, when the old cry
called for more casual use of the library.
Open shelves was an attempt to promote
poking around, he said. The library committee, he added, "went around and around
on this. Eventually we concluded that is was
a good thing even if people were only going
to the library to meet their dates," Lockwood said.
Kayman feels that at present the college
has an.inadequate campus center.
"A small college should have a strong
campus center, a place where students can
get together. The library at present serves
this purpose," Kayman said. He cited the
lack of a game room, cramped dining
facilities, and lack of sufficient lounge accomodations, and the general cramped
space conditions.
Administration figures recognize the
problem in Mather, but feel it "sits on a
different plane," according to Smith. A
rapid solution, however, is necessary, Smith
feels.
"It is simply crowded; (it is) not a very
gracious place to eat. We hope to relatively
ease the non-gracious atmosphere, as it is
inconsistent with the tone of the institution
and the expectations of this institution,"
added Smith. •
Smith feels that.expansion will not be the
answer, but instead a redistribution of the
space within the building.
"My guess is that something will have to
give, not necessarily these functions (dining
center, post joffice, bookstore, offices), but
space," Smith explained. He cited the
bowling alley, which is used by "a relatively
small proportion of the student body" and is
a money losing operation.
:

TCB Claims Student Harrassment At Football Game
TCB's Statement
The following was placed in every
students'
and faculty members' p.o. box this
m
orning.
We, the Trinity Coalition of Blacks, want to
ing to the awareness of the Trfnity College
community the existence of harassement of
black students by the Hartford Police
Department.
br

Saturday afternoon, Nov. 9,1974, while most
of the spectators were ruckiisly enjoying the
football game, a Black member of the student
body wasunlustly and unlawfully harrassed by
a Hartford policeman, in his own words "We
(myself and two other Black students) were
asked to move by the officer once. Upon his
request, we walked around the football field
and met with some other Black students. While
conversing with my friends, the same
Policeman started walking toward our group
and approached a nearby usher. The usher told
riirn that he had told us to move and we
wouldn't move. (The usher had approached a
small group of us earlier, but then a few more
°< our friends appeared so we started rapping
a
9am). so, the policeman came over to the
Sroup of us (which was now roughly about
ei
9ht) and said "could you all keep moving".
People started moving back towards the
middle of the field; as I turned to go with the
r
«st of the group, the policeman said to me,
You're either going -to move a little faster this
*ay or you're going this way", gesturing
toward the exit. So as a friend and 1 continued
10
walk behind the rest of the bunchi the cop
grabbed the two of us by the elbows and said,
( No, wait a minute, you two come on with me
'His way". My friend spun away out of the cop's
arasp and then 1 asked him what was happening. He arrogantly, said to me,. "Just, come

on with me and do as I say". As I tried to talk to
him to figure out what the problem was, he told
me to do as he.said and that he was. tired of
asking me to move and tired of me laughing at
him. As 1 tired of his grasp, I tried to shake it
off. He told me that if I continued, I would be
under arrest. As he proceeded to march me in
front of the crowd, I finally told him to let me go
and I would peacefully walk with him. He then
told me to calm down and he would let me go. I
said, "alright, ]ust let me go". But he didn't
free me. So I threw my arms up in an effort to
free myself. He twisted one arm behind my
back and forcefully placed his other arm
tightly around my neck. The rest of the group,
seeing my predicament approached us to see
what the deal was. Everyone started to inquire
what was what. The cop then explained 'that he
(referring to the captive student) was
trespassing/laughing at him and making him
lose face in front of the crowd'. Finally a Black
student succeeded in freeing me from the officer's grasp.
"After we had been seperated, a lot of
arguments erupted and Dean Ronald Spencer
(a member of the administration) was summoned by the members of the original group.
After Mr. Spencer had listened to all sides of
the argument, he patted me on the shoulder
and said appeasingly, 'in view of the situation,
let's take a look at the Scoreboard; It's a good

Even though this type of occurence could
happen to anyone, we, the Black Student body,
feel especially vulnerable as there were whites
in the group that were asked to move along but
were not physically harassed. If this type of
activity by ah external force and an apathetic
administration does not cease now, it could

possibly snowball into the conditions that led to
the Jackson State massacre.
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE
"FAVORITISM" (in reference to Oct. 22, 1974
article in Tripod) THAT BLACK STUDENTS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE ENJOY!!!!!!!
Trinity Coalition of Blacks
<TCB)

Spencer's Account Of The
Incident
J. Konald Spencei4, Dean of Students said
he was standing by the student gate
sometime late in the third period when two
students approached him and said a freshman had had a "bit too much to drink and
was having trouble with a Hartford
policeman." They asked him to talk to the
policeman, according to Spencer.Spencer said he went to the Trinity side of
the field with the two students and found two
policemen talking with a group of black
students. One of the policemen told Spencer
that while he was trying to keep the students
away from the wire fence on the side of the
field, he had taken one black student by the
arm to guide him away from the fence. The
policeman, a white, told Spencer that the
student had pulled away from him and
seemed to go into an "offensive position."
The officer said he put a hammer lock on the
student, according to Spencer.

explained to the policeman that the student
went to Trinity and was not trespassing.
Spencer said that when he arrived,
students were "troubled by the affair" and
the policeman said if the student made any
more trouble for him he would arrest him
and let the court decide who was right,
Spencer said, "In
view of the situation; let's take a look at the
Scoreboard; it's a good game now, why don't
we go back and look at it." Spencer said the
student then calmed down and walked
toward the Parent entrance gate.
Spencer said he was pleased that the
student was not going to be arrested. He said
he talked to a number of the students after
the incident and they did not seem to be
angry.

Pass/Fall

game; now why don't we go back and look at
Up until and including Monday, November
It.' 1 then lust left the game, d.sgustediy ._
We the members of TCB feel that an in- The student said he was not doing 25,1974, a student may elect to receive a letter
justice has been committed and there£ a w y • anything wrong and a good deal of grade in a course he presently has indicated to
obvious lack of concern on the part ofJhe.ad- discussion followed, according to the the Registrar he is taking Pass/Fall. No course
may now be converted from a grade to the
ministration to deal with an external force policeman's account to Spencer. The
Pass/Fail system of grading.
operating on our campus (Hartford Police student, told Spencer the policeman had
- U . ...jtilr'i.
Department).
^cjc'u;se4'ilini'bf tfep^skijig^Spehc'er said he
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William Heyen

Poet Speaks: 'Nothing We Do Is Lost'
by Clay Debovoise
"I always feel ridiculous reading my
poetry," he said. Don't we all like to see
someone look ridiculous? Why don't we all
go to poetry readings? Who among us really
understands what poetry has to offer? Bad
questions. Those who missed William Heyen
last Wednesday missed a fine modern poet.
Those who saw him heard a treat that not

*

many have the power to conjure with words,
and which would be best appreciated by
going to one of his books: Depth of Field,
1970, and Noise in the Trees, 1974. But of
course we understand our world as well as
we need to— no.doubt... for now.
Perhaps there is a reason or sound
priority which precludes listening to a poet
for some of us on a given night. But if you
can get one on a stage where he won't

-

prevent you from leaving when you've had
enough, do try to go. Go and listen. Would
you believe, "nothing we do is lost"? Listen
because his words may stimulate your
mind—he is not a book; he is not a teacher;
his lecture may be the one in a whole term of
classes and guest speakers, and dance
performances, which will throw you some
light.
"A writer can only write for himself, Mr.
Heyen said. And also, "I don't know this
world at all." But I think it is always interesting to see such a man, who
presumably spends a large portion of his
time writing, thinking about what he writes
about, how to write, having words come to
him— learning how to express himself in
some terms with the world around him. Of
course he can't do it for us, all us poets of our
own, but he does it so thoroughly for himself
that we might be glad to lend an ear.
"Tall and questionable," I wrote in my
notebook when he came into Wean Lounge.
He'd do a lot of rambling about a poem
before he'd read it; he was a real person
making perfect sense without his poems, in
relation to his poems, reading his poems—a
voice that took on a new sort of life. What
were his poems then? Ask someone who
went to hear him. Were they something of
your own nightmare about some world we
live in? Were we left untouched by some
words we heard? Or did you see the "burst
of pigeons" that I thought I saw by the long
walk, going back to my room—"only . . .
beautiful blue-grey pigeons we will always
remember." Such nonsense. "We're so
afraid of sentiments these days," he could
so casually say. Did we feel some grain of
truth? . . . nothing definite, you understand—poems about "poses only the
light will remember"; poems that partake
of light and memory in a way that Mr.
Heyen said, "I don't understand." Must be
nonsense—these things we will always
remember . , .
He read three poems about the (primal
scene) cat he killed in his childhood,
shooting it at least nine times in each one.
I'm sure he has six such poems left to write
about it. "I believe in light going on,,and it

may turn back," he said, and he is always
turning back to grasp his experiences. What
would you think if someone told you that he
had read in the Britanmca that, "if we were
on the North Star right now we could see
Columbus arriving in the New World"? I
thought that was absurd to write down
because by the time we got there the light
rays would have carried Columbus farther.
But I found no such stale speculation in
Heyen's poems about the "miracle(s) that
will never cease to amaze."
"Oaks rise from the roots of their own
shadows."
I should hope that we are all aware of the
miracles in our lives of which Heyen makes
poetry, not just scratching the surface of his
past or perceptions but rising from a living
depth to bring us the truth of the beauty of
his experience. "The spider spins webs/like
the sun spins them/under the water." Have
you seen that?
1 recommend to you "The Spirit of Wrath"
from Depth of Field, in which Heyen goes
"down deeper than Twain ever/marked the
depth of his river," "wait(ing) for shark .,
./(where)/Walt Whitman saw poems." At
the end of it he tells us:
Pray:
Never again to fear the dark
sea's depths. Pray: never to fear
yourself. Pray: never to fear love.
While most good art these days is coming
from Outers pace, Heyen looks to the sea and
finds things most of us have nothing better
to do with than to repress. Would you
believe, "nothing we do is lost"? He stood
there with his arms folded across his
stomach and said, "the psychologists say
this is body language for 'keep away' but I
stand like thir anyway."
I also recommend "The Mind as Green
Thumb."
The last poem he read in Wean was "The
River," which consisted of a symbolic
passage from the past into the future, pure
transition . .. and I for one am headed there
with him—over the dead body of his ideal
woman, caught in the spokes of his wagon
wheels.

by Gretchen Mathieu

William Heyen reading from "The abstract beauty we remember.'

Sgt. Pepper's Sacrifices Meaning For Lavishness
by Andrew Yaffee
profane love. Billy's second temptress is a Some productions, including "Lucy in the
Sargcanl Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club viie, miserable figure whose secret, in this Sky With Diamonds," "Strawberry Fields
Band is an empty musical. It sacrifices article anyway, will rest undisclosed. Billy Forever," and, most notably, "When I'm.
whatever meaning or relevance it might finally meets sacred love in the form of a 64" were genuinely creative and enhave had to a monumentality and lavishness quaint, sincere girl named Strawberry tertaining. Other slower numbers such as
reminiscent of Cecil B. DeMille's epic Fields (a name which, I'm sure, even D. W. "The Long and Winding Road," were
movies. In this same DeMillean tradition, Griffith would have hesitated to use). In painfully abused, and, worse still, were
plot and characterization suffer, struggle obtaining Strawberry Fields, Billy is forced' often taken out of context. But it is in the
and are ultimately all but negated by the to sell-out to the witches, becoming a finale, where Sargeant Pepper advises Billy
scale and grandeur.
veritable Mr. Hyde until Sargeant Pepper to "Get Back" that we first get a taste of the
It goes beyond tackiness . . . it is other- himself descends from his lofty pinacle to richness of which the play might have been
worldiy. There is a very noticeable sense of point out to the unhappy Billy that "in the capable had it been less spectacular and
distance between the actors on stage, who end, the love you take is equal to the love you more plot conscious.
are in a fantasy world uniquely their own, make."
and the audience. Apparently, it was the
Or, perhaps, the task of making a
. . . and Billy and Strawberry live happily meaningful rock-opera out of Beatles' music
producer's plan to overwhelm the audience
in a never-ceasing spectacle o£ dazzling ever after.
was an impossible one, doomed from the
lights, loud music, enormous props and
But you would be mistaken to infer plot is start, simply because the music was not
continuous production numbers. And they really in any ways important in Sargeant written to be performed in that context. At
were not entirely unsuccessful. But this Pepper. It is essentially an illustrated any rate, it can, I think, be rightly said that
reliance on the mechanical and the gran- musical review of some of the latter-phase Sargeant Pepper is most successful in its
diose is impersonal and the total effect is works of the Beatles, and, when viewed treatment of the Beatles' musical commore reminiscent of television than,the one- from this perspective it was really quite positions; much less so in its treatment of
on-one experience which I have always good. The less serious it got, the better. their lyrics,
thought to be the strength of the theatre.
Not surprisingly, Sargeant Pepper is most
successful when it discards any pretense to
meaning and simply entertains. For it is, on
the whole, ably performed, with a particularly outstanding performance by the
sultry seductress Lucy (Alaina Reed). And
who can fault the lyrics and compositions
adapted (rather haphazardly) from
numerous Beatles albums? It is, generally,
alive, vibrant, monumental, colorful—no
expense spared. But it is not memorable,
and for my money, I expect to have
something more to take home than just the
Playbill (which, by the way, were not even
distributed).
Essentially the plot to Sargeant Pepper
centers around Billy Shears (David Kelly),
the supposed replacement for Paul McCartney after McCartney's rumored death.
Shears, a "lonely heart" himself, is
struggling to find fulfillment through a
meaningful relationship with a woman, and,
in this pursuit, is desperate enough to sellout to the forces of evil as represented by
three male witches. Furthermore, there are
Paul McCartney and John Lennon, composers of the musical score of Sgt.
three^{nptattpj».s;foyjlilly.
The first is the
R ^ ' Lonely Hearts Club Band, .
.-. v
•
•
1
seductress Lucy'; Who", TsUspect, "represents"

Arts in Brief
The Trinity College Brass Ensemble,
under the direction of Mr. Larry Allen
will perform at the Chapel on Thursday.
9:00 p.m. The performance, which is part
of the POSTLUPE program, will be its
third year.
One-Act-Harold Pinter's Old Times,
directed by Jim Furlong. There will be
two performances; a preview performance on Friday, Nov. 15th at 8:u
p.m. and one on Saturday, Nov. 16th, also
at 8:15. Both in Goodwin Lounge.
The National Theatre Institute Bus Co.
will be at Trinity on Monday, Dec. 9, witn
a musical adaptation of Tojn,,J.°'Vf;, i n
An evening performance will be held in
the Goodwin Lounge. In the afternoon,
NTI will hold a workshop.
Trinity students at NTI are Su»J
Egbert, Stephen Triggs, Jon GomDerg
and Mallory Harris.
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Seminar Launches
Flagg Exhibition
by Ron Blitz
Currently on view in the Widener Gallery
of the Austin Arts Center through November
27 is an exhibition devoted exclusively to the
works of Charles Noel Flagg. The show has
been organized by the Junior Seminar in Art
History. It is intended to coincide with the
Centennial Commemoration honoring Mark
Twain's residence in the city of Hartford.
Charles Noel Flagg was the second son of
Jared Bradley Flagg, a distinguished
Hartford artist who lived and painted in the
mid-nineteenth century. Charles Noel
demonstrated his artistic ability at an early
age and was urged by the distinguished
Hartford theologian, Horace Bushnell to go
abroad to study and refine his style in Paris.
Flagg accepted Bushnell's suggestion and
spent seven years in Paris studying under
Louis-Marie-Francois Jacquesson de la
Chevreuse, an outstanding pupil of Ingres
and Gerome. His influence on Flagg was
great and Flagg returned to America in 1874
to earn a reputation for himself as a
distinguished portrait artist. His paintings
of several governors of Connecticut and
many distinguished turn-of-the-century
residents of Hartford exhibited his distinctive command of the art of portraiture. But
it was Flagg's outstanding painting of Mark
Twain, executed in 1891 that assured him a

place in the annals of American painting.
Flagg's portrait of Twain now hangs in
New York's Metropolitan Museum and the
Junior Seminar class has been fortunate in
obtaining it as the centerpiece of their
exhibition. To compliment this piece,
members of the seminar have sought out
paintings done by Flagg of Twain's friends
and closest associates while he resided in
Hartford. They have selected in particular
members of "The Monday Night Club", a
social club of Hartford elite of which Twain
was a member. Portraits of the original
Trustees of Trinity College are also
assembled as part of the exhibition as are
some noteworthy pencil sketches which
Flagg executed while studying under
Jacquesson in Paris.
Noteworthy portraits in the collection
include those of Rev. Dr. Francis Goodwin,
on loan from Trinity Church in Hartford,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hart Jarvis Colt, lent by Mr.
and Mrs. R. Niantic, and Charles Dudley
Warner, a close friend of Twain's, borrowed
from Hartford's Church of the Good
Shepherd. Members of the seminar have
carefully researched the subjects of each
portrait and have published a very concise
and informative catalogue to accompany
their exhibition.

Music in Review
Postludes

The choir has never sounded better under
Jonathan Reilly. For the first time the choir
Pianist Donna Pelter gave her Postlude blended so well that one could not
debut last Wednesday playing romantic and distinguish one voice from another, with
modern works for the piano. The program each part sounding as clear as if a massive
opened with the 1st Bagatelle from quartet was singing. The service began with
Beethoven's opus 119. By definition, a a choral prelude, Cantantibus Organis by
bagatelle is a light, almost frivolous piece. Peter Philips, and after the second lesson, a
Unfortunately, Miss Pelter's tempo was too short piece by Healy Willan, 0 King All
slow to allow the piece the sparkle and Glorious, was sung. These two pieces are
both anthems, that is, relatively short,
vitality it should have had.
The program continued with the Schubert sacred choral compositions, of which the
Impromptu, op. 142 no. 3. Miss Pelter, choir is building up an extensive repertory.
clearly more settled now than at the opening
The major work was the Gloria by Francis
of the concert, gave quite a pleasing per- Pouiene (1899-1963). Themusfc of PouJenc is
formance. This piece, perhaps, lent itself characterized by very rich, dissonant
by Chip Rome
more; readily to the performer's musical harmonizations, unusual orchestrations,
"Hey, everybody in my family is nearThe major fault of the first part of the intuition. Her body moved with the music, a and by short, expressive melodic Jines.
sighted too!"
workshop was that THE FAMILY failed to sign that one is feeling the music and not Many phrases reminded one of the four
"No, man, you've got it all wrong. It's not create a sense of community and unity just playing it, and her phrasing was well motets by the same composer which were
nearsighted, it's SHORT EYES, the name of within the group whereas Campasino built done.
done at Lessons and Carols last year.
the play being presented at the Hartford up a tremendous momentum, with even
The highlight of the Postlude was Hin- Another very pleasing aspect was the enStage Company by a theatre group of ex- their "individual" games, like "Casa del demith's Piano Sonata H2, which comprised thusiasm put into the music by the choir.
cons called THE FAMILY."
Loco" (insane asylum) getting everyone the second half of the program. One nice One hopes this enthusiasm and support
"So what's THE FAMILY got to with involved and working together, THE thing about Hindemith is that his music becomes a regular feature.
Trinity?"
FAMILY did not. The second part of THE usually sounds impressive. The 2nd Sonata
THE FAMILY led a workship in the FAMILY workshop, in the other hand, was is no exception. One bad thing about HinSpecial mention must be given to the
Washington Room last Thursday. It was excellent. The games began to get bigger; a demith, however, is that it is difficult to orchestra and soloists. Many more Trinity
attended by almost a hundred people, in- pinball machine was made out of ten people play, but the performer's worries are sof- students were employed than in the past,
cluding some from Wesleyan and some from and other ensemble creations also worked tened by the fact that if you play a wrong and this also was an encouraging sign. The
the O'Neill National Theatre Institute. This towards bringing the group together.
note, almost no one will know it. Miss Pelter orchestra sounded quite good, though I was
was part of a package deal with Trinity and
Several improvisations, which used both came through with an admirable and im- sitting next to the kettle drums, and they
NTI attending a theatre workshop with El gibberish and real words, demonstrated the pressive performance, and I thoroughly followed Mr. Reilly's conducting quite
Theatre Campasino (a Chicano group from difficulty in "playing a piece straight", that enjoyed the piece.
closely, which I must admit can be a difCalifornia) at Wesleyan, last week. At first, is not playing it for comic value as, a cop-out
The next Postlude will be chamber music ficult task unless one is familiar with his
THE FAMILY was not as well organized as for dealing with a difficult situation. Suc- by the Trinity Brass Choir and the Trinity style. The two soloists were Andrea McCampasino had been. There was little at- cessful accomplishment and com-String Quartet. It will be held this Thursday Crady and Peggy Holmes. Peggy, as usual,
tempt at dealing with the size of the group, munication of a goal was also sought.
night instead of Wednesday at 9 p.m. in the amazed everyone with her powerful, welland there were too many people left watcontrolled tone, and caused, I am sure, the
The workshop concluded with a Chapel.
ching instead of participating.
usual number of goosebumps on her high
"pageant" worked around a recitation of a
After a short demonstration and exercise poem about the crucifiction. The impassages. What Andrea lacked in Peggy's
with vocal flexibility, the half dozen provisation combined the techniques used in
power, she made up for in her tone, which fit
by Alan Taylor
members of the troupe led a series of warm- the previous theatre games (mouth-sound
the French music beautifully. We look
On
Sunday,
Nov.
3,
a
Vesper's
service
at
up exercises, including a Kung Fu physical music, sharp body movements, varying
forward to hearing her more.
warmup, a mirror game (for con- rhythms, etc.) and involved the entire 5:00 was held in the chapel as part of
There were some peculiarities in the
parents'
weekend.
The
service
consisted
of
centration), and an "animal convention." group. This was a very effective way of
service, such as the fact that the choir wore
several
anthems
by
the
Concert
Choir,
Next there was an interesting game that tying up all the loose ends from the previous
formal attire, instead of the usual dark
involved creating a rhythm and a three hours work (something Campasino antiphonal responses between the north and blazers and dresses. This dress has looked
south
congregations,
hymns,
and
the
permovement, and passing it on to someone failed to do).
formance of a major work, the Poulenc fine in past years, and would have been
else. There was no great change in rhythm,
Both workshops were well received. We Gloria. As one can easily see, it was a more appropriate for a church service.
however, since a member of THE FAMILY hope that more programs of this type are
was
combination of a choir concert, and a short Another criticism is of the collection which
beating a drum in the background; his planned for the future.
service, which made for an enjoyable was taken; it is perfectly normal for a
rnythm influencing participants.
church to take up a collection at a service,
evening.

by Bruce Kinmonth

Michael Mahoney, head of the Fine Arts Department and Robin Bode 11, one
of the organizers of the exhibition hold up an unfinished portrait of Charles
Dudley Warner. This painting is part of the Junior Seminar in Art History's
exhibition of the works of Charles Noel Flagg, a turn-of-the-century Hartford
portrait artist.
-
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Editorial Comments
No Rejection

The following statement accompanied TCB's account of the incident at the
football game on Sat.

"The reason this paper is being distributed in this fashion is
because it is the ONLY MEANS OPEN. The college newspaper,
financially supported by all Trinity students, rejected an original
statement on the invalid grounds of bureaucratic management by
the Tripod. We argue this blatant injustice."

The Tripod emphasizes the fact that the Board was willing to
publish the unedited account as a letter to the editor, along with a
news article investigating the incident. However, the TCB members
stated that this was unacceptable and demanded that the Tripod
ignore the entire incident.
The Tripod maintains the right to apply proper journalistic styling
to all articles submitted to it. Since the Tripod is financially supported by all students, the Editorial Board feels the obligation to
provide equal treatment of all articles submitted to it, regardless of
their source.

investigate
The Tripod regrets the Trinity Coalition of Blacks (TCB) felt that
the only means of communication open to it was mass campus mail
distribution of its account of the incident on Saturday. In fact, the
Tripod did not "reject" the original statement. When representatives of the TCB came to the Tripod ofice at 10:00 Sunday night and
presented their statement, the Triopd Editorial Board felt the incident warranted coverage on news pages. However, the Board felt
the account should be rewritten as a news story, i.e. with attribution
of facts and opinions, and inclusions of viewpoints from other informed and involved sources. The Board was also willing to publish
a statement by TCB next to the news article. However, when the
account of the incident had been edited to satisfaction, of
the editorial board, the article and the original statement were
withdrawn by the TCB members present.

The question that remains from the incident at the football game
on Saturday is: Did the policemen treat the black student differently
from the white student standing in the same area?
According to both the account of the student involevd and Dean
Spencer it seems the policemen acted hastily in grabbing the student
around the neck and twisting qis arm behind his back. The Tripod
urges the administration to make a full investigation of the conduct
of the policemen at the Saturday night football game.

Congratulations i
The TRIPOD congratulates the football team for their outstanding
victory over Amherst.

Letters to the Editor

'Disappointing Turnout'
To the editor:
On beqalf of those who worked in the recent election campaign, I would personaily
like to thank everyone who took the time and the trouble to vote last Tuesday.
However, I must admit to being a bit disappointed at the size of the turnout.
According to the registrar of voters, there are 377 Trinity students registered to
vote here in Hartford. Eliminating the names of those who either have graduated or
are away this semester leaves a total of 306 at the very least who could have voted
Tuesday. Of this number only 145 actually voted or about 47 per cent. This was despite
the fact that the Trinity Young Democrats contacted all of these people through the
mails and most of them by phone, and offered rides all day to anyone and everyone
•who wanted a lift to the polls.
In short, we did everything for them but pull the levers (and we would have done
that too had it been legal). It has to be a bit disturbing when less than half the voters
turn out for an election that has at stake the governor's office, a Senate seat and
Commecticut's version of the Equul Rights Amendment, It looks especially bad when
compared to the statewide turnout of 70 per cent and has to be disheartening to those
who worked in the campaign. I know that the trend in colleges today is toward apathy
and that we at Trinity are somewhat isolated from the rest of the community, but I do
regret the fact that more people couldn't leave the country club for 15 minutes to
exercise their right to vote.
Michael J.Willett

'Strong-Campbell'
I would like to correct some misconceptions which may have arisen from the article in last week's Tripod regarding the Strong-Campbell Vocational Inventory
which all freshmen and transfer students took during Orientation Week.

The College decided to administer this test as a way in which freshmen could be
induced to think in concrete terms about their future career plans. Obviously. Trinity
as a liberal arts college is not primarily concerned with vocational training, and our
main emphasis is upon education. However, within this context, it is still important to
keep in mind eventual career goals and the courses and other requirements
necessary to fulfill them.
The test was given to freshmen, not as a way of handing them a puece of paper which
would then tell them "what they should be", but as simply a device, along with many
others, to enable them to begin to think about their own personal characteristics and
how they might fit into the world of work.
Therefore, contrary to the statement in the article, students are not permitted to
simply pick up the test results, but are asked to make an appointment to see the
Career Counselor to discuss not only the results of the test, but their tentative goals in
terms of major course selection, summer jobs, possible graduate school
requirements, etc. The test, contrary to the article, is not capable of detecting intricacies in personality. It can suggest that, because of the way a student answers the
questions, he or she may be more interested in working with people than working by
themselves, or vice versa. It most assuredly cannot tell whether one is a bigot or not.
In broad terms, it can help to suggest that a student might be happier in areas of
science or mathematics, or possibly might be interested in a future profession in
which they would be helping other people. No pencil and paper test can ever by 100 per
cent accurate in telling anything about a human being. There are too many variables
involved which could not possibly be tested. The test is only a useful adjunct to
serious thought and discussion by a student about himself, his abilities, his values,
interest, and the range of possibilities open to him.
Freshmen and transfer students are encouraged to call the Career Counseling
Office, Ext. 228, to set up an appointment to discuss the results of their tests, as well
as the total range of their career plans. Upperclassmen are welcome to take the test
and to discuss their career plans at their convenience.
Mrs.

Fieffer

Paula Robbins, director of Career Counseling
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Commentary
A week ago yesterday, there was a
gathering of people in Dag Hammarskjold
plaza, New York City. Coinciding with this
was a meeting of the General Assembly of
the United Nations. The crowd amounted to
well over 100,000 people, and the speakers
included such notables as Senator Jackson,
Mayor Beame, Abba Eban, Moshe Dayan,
and the Secretary-Treasurer of the APLCIO.
This rally of support for the State of
Israel, or demonstration of humanitarians
against the legitimization of terrorism, was
planned to coincide with the time Yassir
Arafat was to address the United Nations.
Arafat is the leader of a Palestinian

Humanitarians, Speak Out!
terrorist organization dedicated to the
destruction of the State of Israel. It is understandable that Arafat wants to found a
homeland for the Palestinian refugees-with
himself as leader-and that he might have to
resort to violence to help secure his goals.
However, no other such nationalistic group
tried to destroy the established power
against which it was rebelling.
The Palestinian Liberation Organization
is the umbrella for groups that have made
news quite often since 1967. You probably
have heard of the Munich massacre in 1972,
the skyjacking and destruction of aircraft in
1970, the Lod airport massacre of Puerto
Rican Pilgrims, and the recent slaughtering

of school children in Ma'alot. Arafat's dollars-the United States supports the
organization took pride in announcing that United Nations financially and with manthey were the ones responsible for these power. .
f
acts-among others. Yet, the United Nations
There were Americans from almost all
recognizes Arafat as the legitimate leader of walks of life at the rally in opposition to the
the Palestinians. More disturbing is PLO. Many people won't stand for such
remembering that the United Nations was mockery of human decency and are banding
trying to curb terrorism no more than two together to stop it. Terrorism must not be
years ago; now they are recognizing one of allowed to flourish! It is a threat to all that
the worst terrorists as a legitimate national we know as civilized. How would you feel if
leader, although there was no election and some minority group decided to rebel and
his organization is less than 10% of the resort to terrorist tactics to establish their
Palestinians.
own country while destroying your home
No one from the United Nations might and family? Ends don't justify means,
read this, but people must be made aware of especially when both are conceived with evil
the shame that is being supported by your tax intentions.

Rome Campus: Most Popular Curricular Option

By Eileen M. Bristow
"Our many special curricular options at
Trinity each provide students with the opportunity to fulfill personal desires or
needs," said Robbins Winslow, Dean of
Educational Services, who discussed the
current trends of opportunities available to
Trinity students at various institutions at
home and abroad.
There has been a growth of the numbers of
students who have selected these options for
this term, most probably due to the largerthan-usual junior class, according to Winslow. The percentage of the total of Trinity
students who have chosen these options in
terms of year to year statistics, however,
has dropped from 8,7 per cent for the
Christmas term 1972 as compared to 7.8 per
cent for the present term. In addition, that
the trend in past years has been toward a
steady decline in numbers, as well as

several shifts in the popularity of certain
programs, is shown by facts available from
Winslow.
Statistics show the most popular program
is Trinity College/Rome Campus with 63
participants in 1973-74. However, the
number has steadily decreased due to two
basic factors, according to Dean Winslow:
(1) a rumor started approximately a y~ear
and a half ago which implied that so many
students were applying for the program that
there was no sense in even trying to apply,
and (2) the work load had become more
rigorous and, thus, the program was not
considered a "gut".
Until this year, involvement in the
Foreign Leave of Absence program has also
declined due to several reasons, said Dean
Winslow: (l) the cost of study in foreign

countries has remained the same as the cost actually deciding to transfer, and those
at American schools, and is no longer wishing to be nearer to home. The most
considered a "bargain", (2) the fear of in- popular institutions of this option are the
creased living costs in the light of dollar Washington Semester Program at
instability, (3) the contentment of Trinity American University and the University of
students with Trinity, and (4) people are Pennsylvania, Winslow said.
generally less adventurous than three years
ago. However, in light of the larger junior
The program affected most in this
class, the program is flourishing with 43 declining trend is the Twelve-College Exparticipants this term. The most popular change, Dean Winslow concluded that the
countries for study are England and France. other eleven colleges offer very little change
from what is available at Trinity. Perhaps
There has been an even more substantial this is due to the increase in Domestic
increase in the number of Domestic Leaves Leaves of Absence, he said. The program's
of Absence. Dean Winslow stated several most popular institutions this semester are
reasons behind this, including married Wesleyan University with seven parwomen who wish to finish their studies near ticipants and the O'Neill Memorial Theatre
their husband's employment, those who and Smith College with four participants
wish to try out other institutions before each.

TCC Probes Social Needs Of Minority Students
by Jeff Dufresne
At its first meeting of the 1974-75 academic
year, the Trinity College Council (TCC)
deliberated over the lack of coordination
between MHBOG and minority groups,
notably TCB, in planning social events.
The Council gave its approval to a subcommittee report dealing with problems
caused by the increase in activities planned
by and for minority students over the past
Sour years.
Though more funds have become*
available from the student activities fees
and departmental budgets, stated the
report, problems still exist. "When major
concerts and dances are planned (MHBOG)
determines the entertainment and rarely
consults other students on the type of entertainment desired," said the report. When
the selection of entertainment fails to appeal
to the minority students, minorities do not
attend.

Capen, Will
Honored At
Alumni
Dinner

"To fulfill minority needs for entertainment, the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(TCB) often plans an activity similar to
MHBOG events," which many students
subsequently believe is closed to non-TCB
members, continued the report. As a result,
the activity schedule is often a series of
events which duplicate each other.
Among the recommendations reviewed at
the meeting was a proposal that the Student
Activities Committee (SAC) should review
the student organization structure and
funding; and a proposal to create a
"universal committee" which would both
plan special events, such as concerts,
dances, and lecture series, and coordinate
literary publications. Student organizations
would still be budgeted for individual activities; but special committees could be
funded to coordinate special events.

Will is the eleventh recipient of the
Alumni Achievement Award, which has
been given annually since 1964 by the
Trinity College Alumni Association to an
alumnus who has distinguished himself in
his own line of endeavor or beyond the
call of his normal pursuits.

Trinity College has presented its
highest alumni award, the Eigenbrodt
Cup, to George C. Capen of West Hartford, a retired insurance executive and
member of the College's Class of 1910.
The Eigenbrodt Cup was one of several
awards presented Saturday night Nov. 9
at the Reunion-Homecoming Dinner on
me College campus.

r

Lectures

November 12

Discussion of Rape
The rising incidence of rape and related
sexual offences, as well as the newlyfounded service which, in cooperation with
the Hartford Police Department, deals with
victims on a 24-hour basis, will be the topic
of discussion at tonight's meeting of the
Trinity Women's Organization.
Convening at 7:30 in Wean Lounge, the
meeting will deal with the current problem
of sexual offenses and the various measures
being taken to handle their occurence in
Hartford.
Ms. Mildred Wertz, head of the Hartford
Police Department's Rape Investigation
And Analysis unit, and Ms. Betsey Karl,
director of the Rape Crisis Service of the
Capitol Region will be the key guest
speakers for the presentation which includes a short film, "Walk Without Fear,"
followed by a general question and answer
session among audience participants.
Two local law enforcement officers, Lt.
Marshall Hopkins and Patrolwoman
Anuncion McQueeny, will also be on hand to
participate in the discussion of the nation's
fastest growing, most under reported crime.
Everyone is invited to attend tonight's
program.

TM. Introductory
Lecture

George F. Will, Trinity Class of 1962,
Washington editor of The National
Review and a nationally syndicated
columnist, received the Alumni
Achievement Award. Trinity's Alumni
Medals for Excellence went to John G.
^raig, Jr. '54, executive editor of the
Wilmington, Delaware, Morning News
and Evening Journal; Joseph H, Ehlers
14, consulting engineer and attorney
Tom Russellville, Ky.; Dr. Charles E.
Jacobson, Jr. '31, a physician of Manchester and Robert M. Kelly '37, Hartford s Superintendent of Schools.
3
pient
° V eisdawarded
of
whlch
to the
an

The report also suggested that the SAC
encourage co-sponsorship of activities as a
means of making funds available for special
events; and that the TCB should once again
publicize the fact that their programs are
open to all students.

President
Lockwood
awards
George Capen Eigenbrodt Cup

The final program caught in this undertow
is the Open Semester. Its dwindling
enrollment may be due to (1) the lack of
interest in students to take academic risks,
(2) the fact that tuition is still paid for any
Open Semester project, (3) the fact that the
Independent Study option allows students to
follow most projects, and, (4) the obtainability of the Voluntary Withdrawal as a
means for academic interruption.

Joe Namath does it, twenty minutes in the
morning and twenty minutes in the afternoon. Afterwards, he finds himself ready
to go equipped with four to five hours of
potential energy. Thirty to fifty of your
classmates do what Joe does every day. If
you want to be able to do what Broadway
Joe does, 'come to the Free Introductory
lecture and discussion on "TM" on Nov. 12
at 8:00 in the Senate room, or on Nov. 13 at
4:00 in Wean Lounge.
Can a pre-med find true happiness in
T.M.? According to William Barrows, head
of the Trinity College branch of the students
who practice TM (and, I might add, a premed) everybody can reap the benefits that
TM can provide. TM, he states, provides a
" Medium' by'wMcKoiie1 can'enjoy the health-

maintaining qualities of a deep and untroubled rest. TM provides a longer day in
that it removes stress from the mind and
body so that time and effort can be better
utilized.

November 14

Lewis On Walpole
The first annual Wilmarth Sheldon Lewis
Lecture sponsored by the Trinity College
History Department will be held on Thursday, November 14, at 5 p.m. in the McCook
Auditorium at the College. Lewis, a noted
scholar and world authority on Horace
Walpole, an 18th Century English author,
has selected as the title of his talk "A House
Party at Stowe." The public is invited to
attend.
Lewis was honored last year on the 40th
anniversary of his historic work in editing
the correspondence of Horace Walpole by
both Trinity and Yale with exhibitions of
books owned by Walpole, manuscripts of his
works and books printed by Walpole on his
"Strawberry Hill Press," the first private
press in England.
Lewis, who received an L.H.D, from
Trinity in 1950, was a trustee of Yale for 30
years. In 1961, he delivered the Andrew
Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts at the
National Gallery in Washington, with a
biography of Walpole, He is the author of
several books, including "One' Man's
Education," already considered a classic in
autobiography.
(Continued on page.9)
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Trinity Folk Society:
Remember the Trinity Folk Society that
brought you ragtime guitar, blue grass
bands—good times and real folk music? It's
still alive, and back on the road to quality
music programs. First off, this Friday
evening there will be a coffee house in

( Organ R®eifaP\

Worth Your Time

Hamlin from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m. featuring
good music, good beer, and no cover. The
Folk Society has brought in two excellent
blue acts; from Boston came Norm and Sue,
with guitar and vocal arrangements, and
Trinity's own inimitable Blues Train. The

M TRULY IOTEPEBJPEOT
George C. Scolt has spent a lifetime at war with the
"Hollywood system". He has defied its most hallowed
customs, perhaps epitomized by his rejection of the
sacred Oscar. He abhors the stifling and bastardizing
of creative film artistry and talent by studio autocracy.
Now he has risked his own money, and toiled hard to
bring an unusual and exciting film to the
screen... free from any compromising influences.
Controversial it is! But this is Scott, the gifted painter
ofcring his canvas as he created it.
Some will damn; many will applaud. We think it is an
important film. Perhaps you will too!
The Management

THE
SAVME
IS LOOSE

emphasis is on mood and melodies, and
should be worth your time.
This article is actually about the Folk
Society and you. After all, this is your
society and it is your money it is spending.
The Trinity Folk Society is not only open to
suggestions, but is open to leadership. If you
have an idea, get in touch with Bob Menna,
Steve Cecil, or Peter Garnick, and if it is
practical we'll follow up on it. You know a
good act? Bring it to us, and the chance is
good we'll help arrange a performance. If
anyone is interested in getting together
some sort of arrangement where Trinity's
folk musicians could get together and exchange tunes and tales, we'd be glad to
organize something.
Finally, the Folk Society has already set
aside some $500.00 for the purposes of a folk
library, consisting largely of records. These
records can be borrowed by any student. We
are now setting up a system which will make
the collection available to students while
still preventing rip-offs. The records should
be available in either Austin Arts Center or
the Library within a few weeks. In the
meantime, if there is a folk music recording
"you've always wanted to hear, but just
didn't get around to buying," let us know,
drop Bob Menna a line and if it is possible
we'll add the recording to our growing
collection.
Once again, get involved in the Trinity
Folk Society—you can do what you want
with it.

C

Continued From Pg. 5

George € . Scott • Trlsh Van Dcvere
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This Friday, From 8 'till 2 . . .

HAMLIN
COFFEE HOUSE
featuring blues . . .

but normally it is for a specified cause. At
Lessons and Carols, for instance, the offering usually goes to Unicef. Something in
this manner might have appropriate.
Jonathan Reilly has been a rather controversial figure among the choir members,
particularly in regard to his choice of music,
which differs a great deal from that of his
predecessor, Robert Gronquist. To speak
quite frankly, he has been criticized and
openly insulted by members of the choir who
felt that Mr, Reilly didn't have the experience and qualifications necessary for
the job. Whether this was or is true is not for
me to decide. The quality of the Music at
Vespers, however, should be proof to anyone
that he has adjusted to the situation, and is
turning out good things. We eagerly look
forward to Lessons and Carols.

A crowded Chapel resulting from the
beginning of Alumni weekend was on hand
last Friday night to hear an organ recital
given by Mark Kennedy, '68.
The program, much to my disar>
pointment, proved to be the standard round
of French Romantic organ pieces. The first
half of the program consisted of works bv
Marcel Dupre; first the Magnificat, opus 18
nos. 10-15, then Ave Maris Stella, opus 18
nos. 6-9, and finally Cortege et Litanie, opus
v
19 no. 2.
Although well executed by Mr. Kennedy
the music did not seem on the whole particularly hard, (there were, of course, occasional difficult passages) nor was it
particularly memorable.
The second half of the program picked up
a little as we were treated to the variety of
not one, but two composers, Louis Vierne
and Charles M. Widor. This half of the
program consisted of various movements
from larger works. First was the Allegro
from Vierne's Second Symphony, op. 20. The
performance concluded with two
movements of Widor, the Andante Sostenuto
from his Gothic Symphony, op. 70, and the
Allegro Vivace from his Fifth Symphony,
op. 42 no. 5.
Mr. Kennedy is a fine organist and has
good command of Trinity's organ and its
possibilities, but I wish there had been more
variety in the program. A light Bach prelude
and fugue would have come as such a bright
relief in the midst of all that washed-out
romanticism.
Lift One-Acts
There will be two Jester one-acts
presented on Thursday, November 14th,
Lunch Hour by John Mortimer, directed by
Mitch Karlan deals with the difficulty of
achieving pure love in an impure environment. The Anniversary by Anton
Chekhov,directed by Phil Riley willalsobe
presented. Admission is free for all
students. Curtain time is 4:15 P.M. in the
Austin Arts Center Theatre.

Trinity Review
submit poems, plays,
essays, and photography

By NOV. 15
—DISSERTATIONS, THESES, ETC.—
—TYPED
BY PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST—
—REASONABLE
RATES
(from
.9M/page)—
—REFERENCES AVAILABLE—
-SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED—
—CALL 667-2448 or 758-6240—

to Box 270,
with envelope
include return address

Free Introductory Lecture On

FROM BOSTON

Transcendental Meditation
Tonight, Nov. 12 • 8:00 P.M.

NORM and SUE
and BLUES TRAIN

Senate Room, Mather Hall
Tomorrow, November 13 - 4:00 P.M.
Wean Lounge Mather
Student's International Meditation Society 247-6733

SHOWCASE CINEMA/ 12-34
I-84EXIT58-SILVER LANE-ROBERTS ST.
• EAST HARTFORD
•
24HR.TEL. INFO. 568-8810 •
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING- We Honor MASTER CHARGE

NO COVER CHARGE,
AND GOOD BEER

•>•»» •v 4.1 »r

pes@e©EH
Laugh until it hurts.

"THE LOHOEST

a space odyssey

Sponsored By

Trinity Folk Society

yTOmm.

JUST « J |
Showcase #1
SPACE ODYSSEY G

SHOWCASE #2 LAW A N D SHOWCASE H3 LONGEST SHOWCASE #4 ODESSA
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Community Involvement Notices
As a new month commences we as
students and faculty have a great deal of
work to complete before the close of this
quick semester. Yet there is still a good
amount of work to be dealt with within the
Hartford Community. First: there is a
great need for tutors in all subject areas.
Secondly; at this time there is a great
need for those who can assist and spend
some time with the elderly, who for the most
part are overlooked within the framework of

our bureaucratic institutions. Tonight Ms.
Rosemary Nixon will elaborate on the
various opportunities offered to those who
are interested in aiding the elderly. (Place
Alumni Lounge) at 7:30.
For more information contact: Terri
Collado, phone 527-9828, Box 70; Major
Capers, phone: 246-0395, Box 1538 or Ivan
Backer, phone: extension 310, Math-Physics
Center, Room 326.

As surprising, mysterious and
powerful as Castaneda's previous
books have been, Tales of Power goes
far beyond them. It is don Juan's.
final statement, the fulfillment of
Castaneda's marvelous and unique
opportunity to open "the door
to the unknown."

TRIES O F
>W€ft
A Book-of-the-Month

Club Alternate •
A Psychology Today
Book Club Selection
September, $7.95

As of Nov. 8, new information has been need tutoring, and female college students'1
posted on the bulletin board adjacent the can receive $3 per tutoring session.
post office.
For more information contact: Mrs,
Karen Harrison (Tuesdays only), 105 Spring
St., Hartford, at phone: 522-9363.
1) St. Michael's Community Center 4) Kennelly School - ^Tutors needed in
Tutoring needed for those individuals in English and Math for 5th through 8th
Grades 1-6 or those in 7th and 9th grades; A grades, individualized instruction is emMonday and Tuesday evenings 7 till 9. phasized. The opportunity exists to observe
Tutors also needed to help in the akea of this experimental approach to middle school
Adult Reading; English, Math," ana by helping teachers in classroom with an
Geometury for High School students.
individualized approach.
For more information contact Andrian
For more information contact: Marion B.
Taylor, 7 Clark St., at phone 522-0277.
Erwin'180 White St., Hartford, at phone:
2) Greater Hartford Community College - 527-0731.
A freshman needs some tutoring in biology
5) United Cerebral Palsy Association to help her with an introductory biology This association assures those in the
course. The tutoring will probably best be community with cerebral palsy developdone at Greater Hartford Community mental disabilities a spectrum of programs
College.
and services, such as Arts and Crafts,
For more information and to make the transportation, swimming, archery,
contact, please call Mrs. Ann Ritter, Model woodworking, tutoring, soccer, comCity ScholarshipFund, at 527-8813 or 527-3010. maraderies, square dancing, coordination,
3) Gray Lodge (Shelter for Women) - Gray horseback riding and other activities.
Lodge is a residence for 21 teen-age girls Students looking for a community project
• who are referred there because their should investigate the varied opportunities
families cannot, or will not, care for them- for volunteer work in this organization.
many after a succession of foster homes. A For more information contact: Laurel
warm atmosphere is provided while- Landon, 50 South Main Street, West Hartthe girls attend public school, Many ofuthem,1 ford, at phone: 236-6201.

(

Lectures...

From Pg.

Mullane On Corporation Board Rooms
What goes on inside the board room of a
corporation?
What do executives feel about social
problems?
Denis F. Mullane, executive vice
president of Connecticut Mutual Life, will
address these issues on Tuesday, November
12 at 4 p.m. in Wean Lounge. His topic is
"Inside the Board Room."
This lecture is the second in a six week
lecture series sponsored by AEISEC and

Connecticut Mutual Life. Aeisec is an
organization for economic and management
students. The first lecture addressed the
problems of women in the corporate world.
Phyllis Glanstein,
of Connecticut Mutual
Life, attempfed to dispel some of the
common myths involving women in the
business world such as absenteeism, worker
relations between a woman boss and a male
underling, and other relevant problems.

Graduate Scholarships
In
Community Organization
Program Available
College seniors and graduate students are invited to apply for a
specialized program of graduate education and training in
community organization, social agency management, administration,
community planning, fundraising and budgeting.
Upon completion of graduate training professional positions
and long term careers with Jewish Federations will be available.
Any major sequence may qualify for those with at least a
3.0 (8) academic average.

Down Clothing For An
Up-Country Winter
Classic Quality
expect to find it.

just where you'd

Down parkas from $35.00 to $75.0.0
Down vests from $25/00 to $2.8.50
Down booties from $14.50 to $15.50

For descriptive material and on campus interviews,
contact:

-»»*-

Ann Weiss. University of Hartford - 243-4750
- Trinity College • 527-3152 ext. 484
or
Hartford Jewish Federation - Susan Neumann - 236-3278
• " • » . . . , ,

Outfitters to Sportsmen since 188/

672 Farmingtdn Avenue, West Hartford
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Announcements
Complaint Center
A student-run consumer center, sponsored by
me Trinity branch of ConnPiRG wilt open its
office, located in CooK basement (next to the
laundry room), Wednesday, Nov. 13th at 2.-30
p.m. The center will be open on Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday, from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m., and can be reached at ext. 292.
The center's services are such that a student
with a complaint concerning an article of
purchase or services used can go to the Trinity
office, whereupon trained operators w i l l
receive the complaints and contact the
salesperson, companies, and manufacturers
involved. Under the auspices of the broadbased .ConnPiRG, the center will serve as
watchdog of these producers.
Types of complaints which can be acted upon
include direct misleading Information, breach
ot warranty, refusal or overcharge to repair
merchandise after purchase, and general
unfair practices.
ConnPiRG is aided by a state board
professional, Steve Weisendale, as well as
lawyer Ed Feinstein. The student-funded
Organization works witrTfive other colleges in
the Hartford area.

services, and an address on corporate social
responsibility. Stimulating workshops and
training seminars on relevant subjects will also
be held. Students will be asked to pay only the
conference student membership fee of $3.00.
For more information, contact Anne Hayes,
Community Affairs, Ext. 208, before November
5.

Woman's Hoop
A meeting for all women interested in
Varsity Basketball, will be held Wednesday
Nov. 13 at 4:00 p.m. in the Tansilt Sport Room,
Ferris Athletic Center. If unable to attend, call
or see Robin Sheppard, Ferris Athletic Center.
#527-3151, ext. 453.

Folk Dances
There will be an evening workshop of International Folk Dances with Mary AnnHerman, director of the Folk Dance House,
N.Y.C., on Wednesday, November 13 at 8:00
p.m. at the John Coolidge Field House, 10
Highland Street, West Hartford, Conn.

Term Jobs

Welfare
Students planning careers today in peopleserving professions will be especially interested in the 64th annual Conference on
Social Welfare ("Connecticut's Human Services: Dimensions, Demands, Dollars") to be
held in Meriden on November 13 and 14. The
Conference will include an address on the
human cost of inflation and its effect on public

Ms. Carole Lflley of the College Venture
Program which provides job contacts for
students wishing to take a term off from
Trinity, will be here to interview students from
10:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, November 14,
1974. Students interested in this possibility for
next term or for a future term are urged to
obtain an application and make an appointment through Mrs. Kidder in Dean

Winslow's Office and also peruse the information available on |ob opportunities and
the services of the College VenfureProgram.Forexample, it Is probable that two or three
students might be placed this coming January
in iobs in the Library of Congress. These |obs
would pay about $130.00 per week and will allow
the student interns to gain a good working
knowledge of this vast institution.
Please see Dean Winslow or Mrs. Kidder for
more information.

Study Abroad
Students interested in study abroad
programs of the Institute of European Studies
(with which Trinity is affiliated) for either the
Trinity Term 1975 or the 1975-1976 academic
year are invited to meet with Mr. Ronald Kidd
in the Faculty Club (next to Hamlin Dining
Hall) on Wednesday, November 13, 1974, according to the following schedule:
2:30-3:00 p.m.-Germany and Austria
3:00-3:30 p.m.-France
3:30-3:45 p.m.-Spain
3:45-4:15 p.m.-England
4:15-5:00 p.m.-General Discussion
Anyone not able to make the designated time
for the discussion of study in the country in
which he or she is most interested is still invited to either the general session of one of the
other sessions. Further information is
available in the Office of Educational Services
(Dean Winslow).

Republicans
There will be a meeting of Trinity College
Young Republican Thursday night, November
14. Open to all interested. Get Involved!

Tickets
Tickets for the Trlnity-Wesleyan football
game to be played at Wesleyan on Saturdav
November 16 will be on said for the Ferris in
Center Office all of this week. Price of the
ticket to Trinity students, faculty and staff
upon presentation of I.D. is $2.00.
'

Fencing Movie
The Trinity Fencing Club will show the film
"Reefer Madness" at midnight on Saturday,
November 16 at the Cine-Studio. Along with the
feature film, two shorts will also appear, ineluding the Three Stooges and Road Runner.
General admission for this attraction is one
dollar. Proceeds from the movie will go
towards the purchase of equipment for the
Trinity Fencing Club.
"Reefer Madness" is a classic drug
education film made in 1936. Seen from the
perspective of 1974, the depletion . of
"marijuana addiction" is especially hilarious.
"Reefer Madness" has toured the country this
past year, and has.been extremely popular on
college campuses in all states.
The plot consists of the tragic downfall of a
wholesome high school lad, who is lured into a
syndicate-operated marijuana den, and
ultimately becomes "addicted." To find out the
dramatic ending, be sure to attend.

England
Any students interested in study in England
for the Trinity Term 1975 or the 1975-197<S
academic year are invited to an informal
discussion to be held in Alumni Lounge of
Mather Campus Center on Monday, November
18, 1974, at 4:00 p.m.

Conclave

LEXINGTON GARDENS
HAS JUST ABOUT THE LARGEST SELECTION
OF HOUSE PLANTS IN CONNECTICUT
(And a special price reduction with this ad)
We've just about the largest number, and the greatest
variety of house plants you'll find anywhere in the east.
You'll find the hard-to-get varieties, for our specialty
is growing and offering special species as well as a
great assortment. Our plants come from our nursery
and growing center in Lexington, Massachusetts.
We've a broad selection of potted house plants,
tropicals, hanging baskets, cactus, ferns, Bonsai, and
terrariums. And if you like, you can make your own
hanging basket'or terrarium from our selection of containers and plantings.
And you'll find our prices are remarkably low.
You'll earn a 10% discount from the purchase
price if you will present this ad at any one of
our retail locations. This offer is good at any
time up to December 15, 1974.

The Jewish student groups of Connecticut
colleges and universities are having a conclave
next weekend, Nov. 22-24,' at the Hartford
Jewish Community Center. The theme is,
"What is a Jew?", and there will be speakers
and discussions on various aspects of the
problem. The cost is $7. Scholarships may be
arranged if the cost Is a problem. It is possible
to go for only part of the weekend; Transportation provided. RSVP by 5:00 today to the
Chapel, ext. 484, Official RSVP date was
yesterday, so hurry!

Open Term
Students planning either an Open Semester
away from Greater Hartford or an Academic
Leave of Absence (foreign or domestic) for
next term should make all of their
arrangements.and meet with Dean Winslow
(Educational Services) on or before Friday,
November is, 1974. Normally, such programs
away from Trinity will not be approved for next
term unless they have been.definitely planned
by November 15.

HOMEMADE
PIES

TIMOTHY'S
ZION ST. CAFE
243 ZION ST.

OPEN 6 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Spec/a/ Sale On

Quality Squash
Rackets I
Save 20% on Top-Sider Moccasins
,, Squash-Tennis Racquets
Sales & Service
T0% Discount with school ID
on merchandise not fair-traded

Gardening Centers

Potting Sheds

93 Hancock Street
; Lexington, Massachusetts
32 C.hui:ch:Hill Road.-,NewtownvCdnnecticut • •

Farmington Valley Mall
Simsbury, Connecticut
Mountain Farms

College Sport Shop
112 New Britain Ave
(3 fliin. from campus)
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Booters Edged Twice

Mathew Quigley

Ann Jones and Barbara Clark look intently at the little sphere during last
Thursday's contest with Yale. Jones scored the lone Bantam goal in the 1-1 tie.

Shares League Title

Field Hockey Ties Yale
The Trinity women's field hockey team
had a most successful season this year.
They finished with an impressive 6-2-2
record, but were tied for first place with
Yale in the Fantastic Five field hockey
league which includes Brown, Conn.
College, Wesleyan, Yale, and Trinity.
The team was busy in their last four
games, having to play three of them in only
three days. They traveled to the Smith
campus for a double contest against both
Wellesley and Smith. In the first game with
Wellesley, the Bantamettes' midfield stickwork was superb. The team left the field
victorious after a goal scored by center
forward Tina Poole and a beautifully
executed smash by center halfback Margo
Halle. Goalie Karen Blakeslee's saves,
coupled with the fantastic maneuvers of the
halfbacks and fullbacks,, repellecLall but one
goal from Wellesley's offensive liiss, and the
final score stood at 2-1.
After dinner, the Trinity team returned to
the lighted field to challenge Smith. Tina
Poole again shone by making two goals, one
oi which was jabbed in from a prone
position. Smith, however, proved to be a
tough opponent and they succeeded in
scoring two against us, making the final
score 2-2.
Two days later in Trinity's second home
game with Mt. Holyoke, the Trin athletes
were victorious once again. Despite the
slow, soggy field, left inner Ann Jones
successfully hammered in a difficult shot
assisted by a well-placed cross-field drive
from right wing Liz Parker.
In the second half of the contest, Liz had

her turn when she scored from the right side
of the field and the final score stood at:
Trinity 2, Holyoke. 1. Despite Holyoke's
relentless offensive moves, the infrequently
recognized powerful Trinity defense once
again averted numerous shots on the goal.
Some form of commendation is owed to
these players: HALFBACKS—Cilia
Williams, Dawn Eberhard, Margo Halle,
and Piper Wentz, FULLBACKS—Mara
Bentman, Megan Ryan, and Laurie Perry,
GOALIE—Karen Blakeslee.
The undefeated Trinity team met the
unbeaten Yale women (in the five-college
league) Thursday on Trinity's home field.
Trinity dominated the first half and Ann
Jones, after dodging the goalie, pushed the
ball into the goal. Yale began the second half
with a strong offensive effort and scored
almost immediately. The final score
remained at a frustrating l-l tie. The lumpy,
and therefore dangerous condition of the
field (due to the nocturnal practice of the
football players), made for an unpredictable, whistle-filled game and two
injuries can be attributed to the terribly
uneven playing surface.
The J.V. team played the best they had all
year, with the offense and defense working
well together and with tremendous speed.
They, too, however, ended with a tied score
0-.0.
The field hockey team thanks those few
who found the time to attend our home
games and we thank Robin Sheppard for her
superb coaching ability, support and understanding.

by Killer and Kowalski
The soccer team saw its record dip to 4-5-1
last week as they dropped consecutive 3-2
decisions to Coast Guard and Amherst. This
leaves them with a chance for a .500 season
as they host Wesleyan tomorrow at 2:00.
A mere three days after their devastating
loss at the hands of Union College, the
Trinity Soccer team travelled to New
London for the season's last road trip. Coast
Guard, unlike previous years, was highly
regarded, its wins being over Wesleyan and
UHart. placed them up among the
heavyweights of New England college
soccer. The Bantams emotionally down
after the previous week's tilts, needed a
good game to propel them into their last
week, and traditional rivals Amherst and
Wesleyan. Needless to say, they did not get
it.
A rainy, windy morning preceded
gametime. As the game began, the Coast
Guard, seemingly at home in the water,
reverted to their boot and chase style,
bringing play into the Bantam's half of the
puddle. Coast Guard, running hard and
booming well, confused the Bantam defense
with their helter-skelter attack, and, as has
been the case throughoutthe last half of the
season, drew first blood. The goal, a poor
one, was scored on a cross from the Guard's
right wing, and somehow managed to slip
past Trin's usually alert goalie, who was lost
somewhere back in the Weimar Republic.
The rest of the half, saw exciting action at
both ends, with Trinity's attackers peppering the seemingly parapeligic Guard
goalie with no success. The Bantam booters
carried much of the play into the Coastie's
half, outhustling and outshooting their
opponents, yet not quite capitalizing on their
opportunities. The half ended at 1-0, with El
Diablo decidedly rooting on our heroes.
The second half was not well played by
either team. Marked by little organization,
poor passing, and a wretched field both
teams concentrated on hard running and the
other team's mistakes. Trinity sunk to the
level of the Coast Guard's skills, and were
forced to play their chaotic game. Hustling
and hitting hard, the Bantams forced play
deep into the Guard's goal area and peppered their goalie with a number of early
shots. Led by Blair Heppe and Larry
Pleasant, the offense seemed destined to
score and tie it, when the defense, once
again let up. Given a clear shot from the 18
yard line, the Guard's left wing, hammered
home a shot past goalie Kaufman to put the
Guard on top by two early in the second half.

Moving quickly through the dejected Trinity
defense, the Guard added to their lead
almost immediately, scoring in some
crowded confusion near the Trinity goal
line, to make it 3-0.
Let down once again by a porous defense,
the now-angry offensive line went quickly to
work. Frustrated and well-rested by their
sojourn on the pines, Zan Harvey, Chris
Jennings, and Peter Mindnich began applying intense pressure on the Guard goalie.
Mindnich finally broke the scoring ice for
the Bantams on a beautiful head, but this
observer could not help but think that this
goal came too late. A tired Trin line came
back with another score soon after, Harvey
netting this one on a pass from Mindnich and
the Stork. The clock soon ran out on the
Bantams comeback, with the game ending
at 3-2, a painful loss.
Last Saturday the Amherst booters
salvaged a split of the homecoming day's
activities as they survived a couple of last
minute scares to edge the Bantams by one
goal. Costly errors by the Trinity defense
gave the Lord Jeffs an early two goal advantage as Mark Woodbrey's short cross
chips lead to both scores.
The first one was gathered in by Bill Souza
who rifled it home from 12 yards in the
thirteenth minute. A little less than four
minutes later, Kirk Hartman headed in his
first of two goals at the left post after the
pretty cross pass from Woodbrey over the
onrushing goalie Andy Kaufman.
The Bants cut the margin to one in the 29th
minute as Chris Jennings roared down the
right side and chipped a pretty shot over the
Jeff goalie into the upper left corner from 20
yards out.
Hartman booted his second, and what
proved to be the winning goal, in the 23rd
minute of the second half. Taking a lead
pass from Peter McNitt, he hit a topspin
banana ball over a helpless Kaufman from
15 yards after running down the right side
unmolested and uncovered.
Trinity again narrowed the difference to
one just two minutes later as Duffy Shea
placed it into the lower right corner from
eight yards away after a cross pass from
Jennings on the left side. Bob Andrian had
started the scoring play with a neat, pinpoint pass to Stork.
The remainder of the contest provided
great action, especially the last five
minutes, but the Bantams could not put
home the equalizer to the chagrin of a large,
partisan Homecoming crowd.

Amherst Drops Frosh
by Ira Goldman
Controlling play for most of the game, the
Trinity frosh football team was unable to
come up with the big play and were done in
by their own mistakes as they dropped an 187 decision to the Amherst freshman squad.
The loss evened the junior Bantams record
at 2-2 for the year.
Mike Brennan led the way offensively for
Trinity as he racked up 80 yards rushing,
many of those carries during crucial
situations. However, his efforts went for
naught as the Bantams could not hit the
paydirt. Larry Moody chipped in with 60
yards on the ground as he was able to rip off
some good sized gains during Trinity drives.
The hosts took the opening kickoff but
were forced to punt after two first downs.
Trinity put together a good drive combining
'ong runs of Brennan and Moody, moving
quickly to the Amherst 24 yard line.
However, the drive stalled and the Amherst
defense stopped Trinity on fourth and two.
Trinity mistakes dominated the
remainder of the period, with the Bantams
tumbling on their own 20, followed later by
an intercepted Claflin aeriel at the Trinity
«)• The Bantam defense did a magnificent
job as they were able to stop the hosts on
ooth occasions.
Trinity was forced to->punfe'early in the
second period, with the short punt ending up
on the Trinity 40 yard line. John McNally
carried for 7, then quarterback Jim
Newman hit split-end Joe Swiaki for a 33yard TD.toss. The extra point was unn^cessful and with 10:00 left in the second
period, Amherst led 6-0.
u ^ u a s e r i e s of Punts> Amherst ended up
with the ball at midfield with only 30 seconds
eu in the half. Newman hit McNally with a
en yard pass with 20 seconds left in the half,
-wens^m^i'ijKf ^agJTand passed to S^iaKi

for 40 yards and Amherst's second TD. The
PAT was unsuccessful once again and the
half ended with the score 12-0.
After bringing the second half kickoff to
the Trinity 31, the Bantams were able to put
on a superb drive for their first and only TD.
Three Brennan carries netted a first dowvn,
then Moody and Brennan surged for 6 apiece
to get another first down. Moody was
stopped on first down, but then Claflin
pitched perfectly to Artie Blake who blazed
down the right sideline for a 30 yard gain to
the Amherst 5. Brennan then bulled for 4 to
the 1 yard line, then dove into the end-zone
for the score. Pete Bielak's kick for the
extra-point was good and Trinity was right
back in the game at 12-7.
The two teams traded punts to finish out
the quarter, when the Bantams took over
possession. However, a Trinity pass was
picked off, but once again the Trinity
defense rose up and snuffed out the hosts
drive.
Brennan carried for 12 from th e Trinity 40,
followed by a 13 yard scamper by Blake.
Brennan carried for another 5, but Moody's
fumble was recovered by Amherst on the
Amherst 23.
After grinding out several first downs late
in the quarter, Amherst setback Tim
Crangle raced the final 33 yards to cap the
drive and give the hosts an insurmountable
18-7 lead with only 40 seconds left in the
game. The point after failed, making the
final score 18-7.
Coach Chet McPhee expressed
satisfaction with the team's season, noting
that an absence of breaks in the final two
games helped contribute to the two losses.
He complimented the play of Mike Brennan
on offense and Brian O'Danoghue on
defense, plus the play of Moose Poulin Tom

by Steve Roberts

Duffy Shea was thwarted on this attempt by the Amherst netminder, but the
sophomore wing did tally one goal in last Saturday's loss to the Jeff ies
Heffernan, and Karl Herbst on the lines.
Rob Claflin and Artie Blake also had strong
performances in the backfield.
Coach McPhee commented that the
team's 2-2 record didn't really show how
strong the squad's true ability and added
that he is looking forward to seeing some of
his players on next year's varsity team.

Volleyball
Managers interested in submitting
rosters for Intramural Volleyball are
urged to do so by Friday noon, November
15, 1974. The Volleyball program will
take place after the Thanksgiving
vacation, utilizing the weekend of
December 7 & 8. Each team will consist
of 9 players plus substitutes.

Basketball
Tourney
Each member of the Trinity student
body, Faculty, and s,taff will be eligible to
pick up one reserved seat ticket, at no
charge, for the Trinity-UHartford Invitational Basketball Tourney scheduled
for December 6 and 7 at the Ferris
Athletic Center. Reserved seat pickets
will be available at the Ferris Center
office from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays starting November 25. TICKETS
WILL NOT BE ISSUED UNLESS YOU
PRESENT YOUR I.D. CARD. Members
of the Trinity community who do not pick
up tickets in advance will be charged the
same as other spectators—$2.00 at the
door.
ADVANCE ISSUE WILL TERMINATE
AT 4:30 P.M. ON DECEMBER 5.
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Rose Sparks Late Roily

Bants Dethrone Lord Jeffs,24-19
by Lander and Lewis ,
Under cerulean skies, the Trinity varsity
football squad recorded an impressive 24-19
victory over the Lord Jeffs of Amherst
before a Homecoming crowd of 7000 at Dan
Jessee Field. Down 17-6 late in the third
quarter, the Bantams came from behind to
topple the preppy Sabrinas from their
ranking as the number one team in New
England small colleges.

Amherst was still ahead 10-6, the Bantams
left the field with their spirits rejuvenated.

Halftime was laced with altucious verbosities. The Bishop Brownell Ecclesiastical
Marching Kazoo Band, led by Frank
Marchese, delighted the alumni masses,
except for those who couldn't find their way
out of the refreshment tent. Prank, who is
celebrating his twenty-fifth football season
here at Trinity, is an institution at the Ferris
It looked like it might be a long afternoon Athletic Center. Your intrepid reporters
for the Trinity rooters as Amherst scored on would like to take this opportunity to extend
their second possession of the game. The our congratulations to Frank and wish him
Amherst drive was initiated at their own 16. luck in the future, and may he never run out
Meeting stiff Trinity opposition, the Jeffs
somehow succeeded in getting first downs. of Johnny Walker Black.
This was done largely through the efforts of
In the midst of the halftime confusion, a
QB Dave Driscoll and tight end Dave demented fan, suffering from an aversion to
Comerford, who combined on passes of 12 megaphones, went beserk, and in a drunken
and 19 yards, the latter a sensational grab stupor, fired a broadside from the AD
right out of the hands of a Trinity defender cannon at the cheerleading squad. Although
for a key first down. This set the stage for an one casualty was reported, the rest of the
off tackle run by tailback Jeff Hogan, who cheerleaders were unscathed, and they
scrambled for 33 yards and the touchdown. succeeded in cheering the poor fellow into
submission. Altogether, the halftime
At the outset of the second quarter, a festivities were an excellent display of
George Rose aerial was intercepted by ludicrous buffoonery, but we feel that
Amherst and returned to the Trinity 31 yard certain members of the community took the
line. But the vaunted Trinity defense forced term "Homecoming Queen" far too
the Jeffs to settle for a Strassenburg field literally, although they did excite the neargoal from 23 yards out. After this, the sighted Amherst rooters, who are feverishly
Bantams realized that a victory would be a awaiting coeducation.
hard fought one if there was to be one at all.
The second half began inauspiciously for
Amherst was not known as a team to let
Trinity,
as Amherst came up with another
down or make mistakes, and this compounded the comeback task facing the interception, giving them the ball on the
Trinity 15. Amherst QB Driscoll found tight
Hilltoppers.
end Cummerbund in the endzone, and lofted
him an "Alley Oop" pass which the big lad
With time running out in the first half, snared for the Jeff's second touchdown of
Trinity launched its first assault into Lord the afternoon.
Jeff territory, as the Bantams started to
drive from their own 20 yard line.
At this point, a weaker team would have
Sophomore sensation Pat Heffernan lugged laid down and died, but this year's edition of
the ball through the heart of the Amherst the Bants has, in our humble opinion, just
defense for a total of 20 yards, but the big too many winners on the club for such a
play was a bit of razzle-dazzle for the Trin thing to happen. In due course, the
offense as halfback Dave Kuncio lofted a Hilltoppers bounced back, as they gained
pass to split end Tom Lines, who snatched possession o£ the ball at their own 17. QB
down the pigskin between two Jeff defen- Rose scrambled around and connected with
Steve Roberts
ders for a 35 yard net gain and a first down Bob Murenia over the middle, and the senior
at the Amherst 18. On the next play, QB halfback raced up the middle for a 27 yard
Safety Chris Max comes down with an important fourth quarter interception
Rose started to run the option to his left, but gain. Moments later, the duo again linked
of an Amherst aerial as Don Grabowski looks on. It was the fifth steal for the
found his path quickly barred by Sabrinas,
senior tri-captain this season.
this time for 11 yards and a first down at
whereupon the spunky junior reversed his up,
the
Jeff's
35.
The
red-hot
Rose
then
found
field, found a few blockers, and dashed 15 soph Tom Lines on a quick post pattern and Rose threw to FB Heffernan for the con- on defense. Uluski, who has been stepping in
yards for the first Trinity score. The Banversion points, and the Bantams were now the high ca-ca this season, came up with
tams elected to go for the two-point con- threaded the needle as Lines gathered in the within three points of the Lord Jeffs.
another big defensive play to stop Amherst s
pigskin
at
the
20
and
raced
untouched
into
version, but came up inches short. Although
game winning bid. Victor Novak receives
the endzone for Trinity's second touchdown.
Faced with a third and one on the first Honorable Mention for his play as defensive
play of the fourth quarter, Amherst QB noseman. Besides recovering a fumble, Vic
Driscoll outsmarted himself as he faked the anchored the interior line against the Jeffs
run and tried to throw a quick pass to offense.
Cummerbummer, but safety Rich Tucci
The awards this week were very difficult
was not fooled and he intercepted Driscoll to
give Trin the ball at their own 27. Trinity to determine, because the team as a whole
managed two first downs, the latter a fine played so well. This is what the Bantams
pass play to clutch receiver Tom Melkus for have become over the course of the season,
11 yards. The great team effort thus far a fine team which could very well be the best
culminated in an exceptional individual of New England small colleges this year.
effort by junior HB John Wholley. Taking a Finally, tri-captain Bill Curren and the rest
handoff up the middle, Wholley broke away of the team wish to extend their gratitude to
from the wall of Amherst defenders at the 49 the cheering throngs of rooster rooters tor
and sped down the sidelines, where he faked their vociferous support during this
the final three Jeffs out of their Sabrinas and rewarding victory,
pranced into the endzone for the go-ahead
tally.
Shaken by this turn of events, Amherst
tried to come back, but safety Chris Max
intercepted QB Driscoll and the Bants were
back in action again. Unfortunately, the
offensive efforts were stymied by a fumble,
and Trinity had to call on kicking specialist
Mike Maus, who made a 43 yard field goal
which gave him yet another Trinity kicking
record and boosted the score to 24-17.

Trinity
20
204/55
147
353
15/0
3
5/41.2
2/2
5/32

First Downs
Yds. Rushing/Rushes
Yds. Passing
Total Offense
Passes Att./Comp.
Intercepted by
Punts/Ave.
Fumbles/Lost
Yds. Penalized
Penalized

i;
171/41

15<
•31!
26/15

5/43.1

ill

FINAL INDIVIDUAL
STATISTICS

Amherst received the kickoff and drove
for the tying score, but a Driscoll fumble at
the Trin 33 was recovered by big Pete
Silkowski, to dash the Jeff's hopes. But hope
springeth eternal, and Amherst came up
with another interception by linebacker
Fitzgerald at the Trinity 20. Things looked
grim for our Hilltoppers as Amherst drove
down to the Trin 14, but a fortunate mental
lapse by Driscoll resulted in an interception
by defensive end Rich Uluski at the sideline,
which secured the Bantam victory. From
here on, it was a matter of running out the
clock, and QB George "Wrong-Way" Rose,
bolted out of the endzone on the last play of
the game for a couple of hot dogs (no
mustard) and the intentional safety to make
the final score 24-19.
Fullback Pat Heffernan picks up some key yardage during the third period of
last Saturday's game. The sizable sophomore ran for 97 yards in 19 carries to
lead the important Bantam running game.

Despite his generosity with safeties,
George Patrick Rose receives the Hugh N.
Bungwot Award for his able direction of the
Bantam offense. Richard Paul •Uluski,
receives the Alfredo D. E. Krunchnut Award

Trinity Leaders
Rushing:
Heffernan
Wholley
Passing:
Rose
Kuncio

Alt.

Att.

19
4
Int.

Comp.
3
0

U
1

i
No.

Receiving:
Lines
Murenia
Heffernan
Punting:
, .......
Maus
5/41.2

Amherst Leaders
Rushing:
Hogan
Glntoff
Passing:
Driscoll
Receiving:
Comerford
Matlin
Hogan
.Punting:
•;Btii%
5/43.0 '

3
2
2

Yds.
97
66
Yds.
112
35
Yds.
72
38
26

Yds.
114
26
Yds
Comp.
'"'•
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3
15
Yds.
NO.
16
7
54
4
26
Att.
24
n

Aft.
26

•

'

'

*

'
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